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April 16th, 2019 - Source: The Book of the Thousand Nights and a Night translated by Richard F. Burton. Privately printed 1885 v. 6 pp. 180-181. The full title of this story is The Three Wishes or the Man who Longed to see the Night of Power. Although I usually find Burton’s translation style too florid for twentieth century taste, his linguistic ornamentation seems to fit this tale so I have let it stand.
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April 17th, 2019 - It took me a long time to understand the connection between depression and anger. One psychiatrist I visited would often ask a simple question toward the end of a session: How’s your anger?
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April 17th, 2019 - Angry to the Left: These emoji emoticons are angry and facing towards the left because that is where their anger is being directed. Rely on the facial expression to get across how angry you are because emotes that are angry towards the left can be anywhere from enraged to mildly upset.
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